
 

 

Egg cosies 
knitting instruction 

 
material: 4 double pointed needles, 4 mm crochet hook, darning needle, scissors 
 
wool: Léttlopi, Colors may vary, for mane and house fancy yarn Lana Grossa Peppina 
 
horse: 
- cast on 24 stitches with double pointed needles. 6 stitches on each needle. Knit 10 
rounds. 
- On the eleventh round, decrease 1 stitch on each needle, then knit one round. 
- Now on each round, decrease one stitch on each needle until there are only eight 
stitches left. Pull the thread through the stitches and sew inside. 
- ears for horse and sheep. 
- Cast on 5 sts, 1 row purl stitch, turn, one row knit stitch, turn, purl stitch, then decrease 
one stritch in each row. 
- Pull the thread through the last stitch and hem the ear with the thread to give it more 
stability. Sew the ears of the sheep together a little at the bottom to make it look a little 
hollow. 
mane: 
Either with lint wool Between the ears a single crochet, 8 chain stitches (+- 1-2) then 
another single crochet. Repeat until you get to the bottom. 
Or the same with normal Lettlopi, only in two rows. 
 
volcano: 
- cast on 24 stitches with gray and double pointed needles. 6 stitches on each needle. Knit 
15 rounds. 
- On the 16th round knit a lace pattern: 1 yarn over, two together alternately. 
- On the 17th round, knit the yarn over as a regular stitch. 
- bind off on the 18th round. sew up threads. Crochet 50 chain stitches with wine red. Knot 
the ends. 
- Make a loop with the threads red, orange and yellow and knot with the chain stitch band 
in the hole pattern of the volcano. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

sheep: 
- cast on 24 stitches with white and double pointed needles. 6 stitches on each needle. 
- 2 rounds purl stitch, knit 8 rounds knit stitch, decrease as like the horse. 
- Pull the thread through the stitches at the end and sew on the outside. Pull the sheep 
inside out. 

horns: 
- - With gray crochet 19 chain stitches, 18 single crochet stitches, it will automatically loop.  
 
house: 
- - cast on 24 stitches with brown and double pointed needles. 6 stitches on each needle. 
- - Knit 8 rounds knit stitch. 2 rounds knit stitch with grass green. Now decrease as 

follows: 
- - Knit the first two stitches from the first needle together 
- - Knit the last two stitches from the second needle together 
- - Knit the first two stitches from the third needle together 
- - Knit the last two sts from the fourth needle together (5 sts on each needle) 
- - Knit one round, dec again as above (4 sts on each needle) 
- - Knit one round, dec again as above (3 sts on each needle) 
- - And dec again (2 sts on each needle) 
- - Distribute the stitches on two needles, place the needles next to each other and knit 

together and bind off. Embroider two windows. With half a Lettlopi thread. 
- - Crochet an edge around the roof with the lint yarn. Or crochet a jagged edge with 

Lettlopi green. A slip stitch, four chain stitches alternately. 
-  
carrot: 
- Knit like the horse up to the 10th round, eleventh round decrease one stitch on each 
needle, knit one round, 
-dec again, then dec every other round until 2 sts remain in total. Pull the thread through 
and sew. 
 
Rabbit: crochet 3 chain stitches and close into a circle, crochet 12 single crochet into the 
circle, close with a slip stitch. 5 chain stitches and 4 single crochets back, a slip stitch, and 
for the second ear again 5 chain stitches and four single crochets back. 
Bunny body: Close 3 chain stitches to form a circle, crochet 12 double crochets in the 
circle, close with a slip stitch. Sew both body parts onto the carrot and either embroider a 
pompom as a tail (flower) or a "face". 
Crochet an edge at the bottom of the carrot with green Lettlopi or fluffy yarn. As with the 
house. 
 


